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Abstract 

Photovoltaic technology is gaining more and more attention as one of the most promising 

renewable energy alternatives to fossil fuels and nuclear energy. The most recent research 

focuses mainly on hybrid perovskite solar cells (HPSC) with efficiency records for lead 

based HPSC and half lead half tin based HPSC 25.6% and 23.3%, respectively. The 

current efficiency record for half lead half tin HPSC was achieved by a device using a 

self-assembly bilayer transporting holes. In this manner, the group with the highest 

performing devices did not put in contact the perovskite with PEDOT:PSS because it 

potentially degrades the device due to its´ acidic nature. Moreover, the half lead half tin 

HPSC with highest efficiencies still contain the moisture sensitive methylammonium 

iodide monovalent cation in the composition. In this part, I present a study based on the 

moisture resistant Cs0.25FA0.75Pb0.5Sn0.5I3 composition. Moreover, the hole transporting 

layer is a self-assembly monolayer made of carbazole based molecules that applied in 

lead based HPSC gave outstanding performances (Br-2PACz and 2PACz). The 

wettability problem related to self-assembly monolayers was faced by treating both 

monolayers with another carbazole based molecule (4NH3Cz). The latter one presents an 

ammonium group that improves the perovskite wettability, achieving a full coverage. 

Recently, the devices obtained power conversion efficiencies above 18% (18.31%), close 

to the current world record 19.1% for this moisture resistant perovskite composition. 
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Popular Scientific Summary 

The photovoltaic effect refers to the ability of a photosemiconductor of transforming solar 

or artificial radiation into electricity due to the excitation of electrons from the ground 

state to an excited state in the semiconductor. Thereafter, a photovoltaic device (PV or 

solar cell) is the one capable to extract electricity out of this phenomenon by splitting the 

charge carriers present in the excited exciton. The photovoltaic field has grown 

tremendously in the last decades in parallel to other renewable energy sources due to the 

present need of less polluting than fossil fuels, energy sources. The photovoltaic 

technology started, however, to grow slowly already in the 70s and from then, three 

generations of this technology have been developed. The first corresponds to the heavy 

weight and expensive mono-crystalline silicon photovoltaics, in this case a big ingot of  

mono-crystalline silicon is grown and further sliced in wafers with fabrication processes 

reaching temperatures around 2000 ºC. The second one represents the generation of the 

thin-film photovoltaics like amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride and copper indium 

gallium selenide, which are light weight and flexible therefore opening the possibility to 

harvest solar energy at remote places without access to the electric grid or bring them to 

space due to their high efficiency and light weight. However, the best performing devices 

of the second generation are cadmium telluride based photovoltaics that are highly 

expensive. Thereafter, the new generation of photovoltaics represents the alternative that 

aims to be fabricated of highly abundant or at least abundant raw materials while at the 

same time are cheap to fabricate, solution based and can possibly reach the highest power 

output generation. This third generation known as the emerging PVs or third generation 

solar PV cells is composed of kestarites made of copper zinc tin sulphide, concentrated 

PV cells, organic solar cells, quantum dot solar cells, plasmonic solar cells, liquid and 

solid-state dye sensitized solar cells, and hybrid perovskite solar cells.  

Among the many benefits that the emerging PVs present, the most relevant ones are their 

solution process potential that can be implemented in industry with cost efficient 

fabrication processes, light weight, possible semitransparency, optical bandgap 

tunability,  and multijunction application. With the pioneer work of Michael Grätzel in 

1991, developing the dye-sensitized solar cell, or “Grätzel cells”, a new pathway of 

photovoltaics within the third generation started. Grätzel cells somehow relate to the 

photosynthesis system present in plants because it mimics it, as in the photosynthesis 

system of leaves (or berries) where chlorophyll plus carotenoids (or dyes and 

antioxidants) harvest energy from the solar radiation thankful to a system composed of 

chromophores (chlorophyll, dyes, carotenoids, and antioxidants) and selective charge 

carrier materials. The dye-sensitized solar cells simply present a colloidal mesoporous 

nanocrystal with a wide band gap (i.e. titanium dioxide or tin oxide) to which dyes anchor 

covalently with their acidic groups and a dye redox mediator ensures the diffusion of the 

charge carrier towards the respective electrodes. It was Miyasaka who first suggested the 

usage of methylammonium lead iodide hybrid perovskites as the light absorber instead of 

dyes, leading to the birth of hybrid perovskite solar cells.  
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Perovskites were first employed as dye regenerators in dye-sensitized solar cells, and they 

observed that perovskite could carry electrons and holes because it was a light harvester. 

Therefore, in 2009 Miyasaka fabricated the first reported hybrid perovskite solar cells 

that performed already a promising 3.8% power conversion efficiency.Clearly, hybrid 

perovskite solar cells is a technology that still has not been exploited enough since it has 

been in the forefront of research only from 2009. Nonetheless, the tremendous growth of 

this photovoltaics has made it possible to present efficiencies above 25% for single 

junction hybrid perovskite solar cells, values that are as high as already commercially 

available silicon solar panels. Moreover, the solution processability character of 

perovskites had already led to its application in multijunction solar cells in tandem with 

silicon or copper indium gallium selenide solar cells and reaching power conversion 

efficiencies above 29%.  

Nonetheless, the best performing hybrid perovskite solar cells are based on lead (Pb2+) 

which is a highly toxic compound with tremendous restrictions in commercialization for 

electronics. The danger of lead leakage from the solar cells into soils or humans and 

animals is making the photovoltaic experts skeptical about this technology world-wide. 

Therefore, the potential substitution or partial substitution of lead by other metals seems 

the fastest solution. Between the many compounds that can substitute lead, it is tin (Sn2+) 

which is currently the one that appears most promising. Even though tin is neither the 

most abundant material on earth nor the most stable, the hybrid perovskite solar cells with 

half substitution of lead for tin and pure tin already present efficiencies of 23% and 14%. 

This means, that while other lead-free perovskite compositions develop, the solar cells 

with half lead half tin (ASn0.5Pb0.5X3) are a possible commercially viable alternative.  

On the one hand, between the different compositions of ASn0.5Pb0.5X3 perovskites for 

hybrid perovskite solar cells, the selection of the monovalent A+ cation is very important. 

The methylammonium (MA+) based devices (i.e. MASn0.5Pb0.5X3) are problematic 

because in the long-term MASn0.5Pb0.5X3 are unstable under a humid environment. Thus, 

the need to fabricate ASn0.5Pb0.5X3 without MA+ appears and in this project, we work 

with FA0.75Cs0.25Sn0.5Pb0.5I3.           

On the other hand, most of the current research in ASn0.5Pb0.5X3 hybrid perovskite solar 

cells focuses in finding additives to improve the stability of the devices or in the presence 

or 2D/3D domains to improve the device performance. There are, however, not enough 

studies focusing in finding alternative hole transporting layers for ASn0.5Pb0.5X3 hybrid 

perovskite solar cells, while it is well known that the refence poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) hole transporting layer 

leads to degradation due to the acidic nature related to the presence of PSS in the 

composition. In the long-term, solar cells that use PEDOT:PSS as hole transporting layer 

will not be stable and that needs to be tackled. That is the reason behind working in 

alternative hole selective layers that can outcompete PEDOT:PSS while at the same time 

they are not expensive, not pollutants, and are stable in the long-term. In the present work, 

we reached highly efficient devices for a state-of-the-art with two different self-assembly 

monolayers (Br-2PACz or 2PACz) as hole transporting layers.     
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1 Introduction 

Photovoltaic technology benefits from the ability of a photosensitive material capable to 

harvest solar radiation to convert the energy carried in the radiation to electricity. The 

solar energy can be converted differently, i.e. thermally[1] or electrically[2]. In the 

present thesis the term ‘solar cell’ corresponds to a device that converts solar energy into 

electricity[2].  

Today, society presents a non-stopping electrical energy demand, making the 

development of every source of energy highly necessary. On the one hand, the available 

technologies that generate electricity to the largest extent are non-renewable as well as 

highly polluting, that put the humankind existence in danger due to natural disasters 

already present in the cover of newspapers and scientific investigations. On the other 

hand, the presently available renewable energy sources are not able to generate as much 

energy as the non-renewable ones. Among the renewable energy sources, solar energy 

appears as the most promising one since it presents the highest amount of energy that will 

be possible to harvest. Figure 1 shows the enormous potential that solar energy has, 

presenting this renewable source of energy as the best alternative to fossil fuels[3].  

Indeed, the pace that the development of solar energy presents is now the highest it has 

ever had. However, the most industrialized photovoltaic technology is the solar panels 

based in silicon and it is wonderful that silicon solar panels are used for covering high 

surface areas on the countryside or on the rooftop of buildings. There are though other 

surfaces such as building facets, windows, cars and trucks, that need a flexible and 

lightweight solar panel. Here is where thin-film technology enters the game.  

 

Figure 1 – Energy density chart comparing the available energy sources, renewable and 

non-renewable with the permission of R. Perez et al.[3] 
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1.1 Third generation of photovoltaics 

The first generation of photovoltaics was fully based on monocrystalline silicon (c-Si)[4], 

making this technology non-cost efficient because it is heavy for installation and requires 

high temperatures for production. Still, most of the solar panels used in the earth are based 

on c-Si despite the fact that they are fragile and expensive to fabricate[5]. The second 

generation of photovoltaics are the thin-film photovoltaics, which are amorphous silicon 

(a-Si), copper-indium-gallium-selenide (CIGS), and cadmium telluride (CdTe)[4]. On the 

one hand, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of these devices is not as high as the 

first-generation devices, they need critical raw materials (CRM) that are not abundant and 

toxic such as Cd, In, Te, or Ga, and the high costs related to the vacuum for their 

production is a critical issue. On the other hand, they need less amount of material than 

first generation , they offer a low cost for energy production, and flexible devices can be 

produced[6].  

The infant third generation of photovoltaics are organic solar cells (OPV)[2],[7], dye-

sensitized solar cells (liquid redox mediator DSC and solid state dye regenerator ss-

DSC)[8],[9],[10],[11], and hybrid perovskite solar cells (HPSC)[12],[13],[14]. OPV, 

HPSC, and DSC have not reached the market as solar panels yet because they are not 

stable enough and also have a presence of toxic materials (i.e. Pb2+)[15]. However, third 

generation solar cells  are tunable to present different colors that absorb different spectral 

radiations, opening the opportunity for tandem applications[16], they use earth abundant 

materials, there are studies developing manufacture of these with printable roll-to-roll 

(R2R) technology[17], they can be recycled[18], they can be fabricated as flexible 

devices[19],[20], they are light-weight and in the case of HPSC, they already present in 

laboratory PCEs up to certified 25.5% (25.7%)[21], as shown in figure 2, making them 

even more efficient candidates than the second generation devices.  

 

 Figure 2 – National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) chart of power conversion 

efficiency evolution for the different photovoltaic technologies[22]. 
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1.1.1 Perovskite and the application in solar cells 

Figure 3[23], shows the crystal structure that represents a ‘perovskite’. This term refers 

to the CaTiO3 mineral discovered around 1839 by Gustav Rose at the Ural Mountains of 

Russia, which was named after the Russian mineralogist Lev Aleksevich Perovski instead 

of receiving the name of the German mineralogist that discovered it[24]. 

  

Figure 3 – The left image[24] shows the first time reported image of a CaTiO3 perovskite 

mineral found in Russia, while the right figure shows the crystal structure that represents 

a perovskite. 

The ‘perovskite’ crystal of interest for PVs is known as the organic (artificial)/inorganic 

(natural) semiconductor with an ABX3 structure because generally the A+ is monovalent 

cation as the organic methylammonium (MA+, CH3NH3
+) and formamidinium (FA+, 

amidine NH2CHNH2
+), or inorganic as cesium (Cs+) and other group I materials, B is 

divalent metal cation from the group IVa as lead (Pb2+) or tin (Sn2+), and X is an halogen 

anion as iodine (I-)[25]. Some of the main advantages of HPSC are the tunability of the 

bandgap (Eg) by changing the ABX3 composition, the long charge carrier mobility (100 

nm to 1000nm), the high absorption coefficient (105 cm-1), and the convenient low exciton 

binding (2 to 55 meV) that enables the hot charge carriers to diffuse along this 

photosemiconductor[26].  

According to the literature, the most promising future of HPSC are in the application of 

tandem solar cells where it is necessary to stack a wide bandgap solar cell (e.g. 

ASn2+
xPb2+

1-xX HPSC[27]) on top of a narrow bandgap solar cell (e.g. a-Si/c-Si[22] or 

Pb-based HPSC[16], [27]) in order to exceed the p-n single junction efficiency limit (η) 

set around 30% by Shockley and Queisser in 1961[28] shown in figure 4.  

X 
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Figure 4 – Explanatory graph of the famous ‘Detailed Balance Limit’ analysis made by 

Shockley and Queisser in 1961[28]. 

Thereafter, it is necessary to boost the results of ASn2+
xPb2+

1-xX HPSC so that the 

application of HPSC takes place as soon as possible. As figure 5 shows, the light passes 

first through the wide bandgap absorber were the photons highest in energy are absorbed 

while the transmitted photons carrying a lower amount of energy are absorbed by the 

narrow bandgap absorber.  

(a) (b) (c) 

   
Figure 5 – The stacking structure of a (a) silicon – perovskite tandem solar cell 

(Si/PSK)[16],[29],[30], (b) a Si/PSK utilizing SAM as hole transporting layer of the 

perovskite sub cell [30] and (c) a perovskite – perovskite tandem solar cell 

(PSK/PSK)[27]. 
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The content of this thesis explains, in an easy-to-understand manner, the importance of 

the development of ASn2+
xPb2+

1-xX HPSC. This is followed by the concept of self-

assembly monolayers (SAM) with the special highlight of the hole transporting layer 

(HTL) using the carbazole based molecules 2PACz and Br-2PACz already applied in 

OPVs[31], HPSC[29], [32], Si/PSK TSC[29], and CIGS/PSK TSC[32]. Finally, the 

experimental application of these molecules in p-i-n ASn2+
xPb2+

1-xX HPSC to better 

understand how carbazole based SAM can boost the ASn2+
xPb2+

1-xX HPSC. 

1.2 Objectives of this investigation 

1.2.1 Replacement of Pb2+ by Sn2+
xPb2+

1-x HPSC 

Every technology faces stones on their way to implementation in the market and in the 

case of HPSC, there are two clear rocks on the path to commercialization which are 

stability and lead toxic pollution[33]–[35]. On the one hand, the lead toxic pollution that 

could potentially occur when the HPSC modules would be exposed to water that would 

accelerate their degradation, but it is not that other commercially available products or 

technologies are lead free either. On the other hand, it would be ideal to fabricate HPSC 

with a lower lead content that can still perform as well as the present lead halide HPSC.  

The candidates for lead replacement in HPSC with reported efficiencies up to 9% are Sn, 

Ge, Bi, Sb, and Cu among others[25], and recently the most outstanding candidate seems 

to be Sn[36]–[39]. For a combination of different compounds to form a perovskite crystal 

of good quality, there are two main factors to be fulfilled, the octahedral factor (µ) and 

the Goldschmidt tolerance factor (t). The first factor µ focuses on the capability of a 

combination of a divalent cation (B) and a halogen (X) to form a proper BX6 octahedron, 

and the value must range between 0.44 to 0.72. The second factor t, is still under debate 

whether the actual expression is accurate enough[26], but considering that the assumption 

of Goldschmidt in 1926[40] is not too far from reality the combination of the B and X 

components plus the monovalent cation A must give a t around 0.8-1.0 considering 1.0 

the formation of an ideal perovskite. Table 1 accomplishes the effective ionic radii of the 

monovalent and divalent anions/ cations used in this investigation for the composition of 

the perovskite. 

Table 1 – Effective ionic radii of monovalent organic/inorganic cations, Shannon ionic 

radii of inorganic divalent cations, and effective ionic radii of anions, used in this 

investigation[41]–[43]. 

Monovalent cation A Effective ionic radii [pm] Reference 

FA+ 253 [42] 

MA+ 217 [42] 

Cs+ 188 [41] 

Divalent cation B Effective ionic radii [pm] Reference 

Sn2+ 110 [43] 

Pb2+ 119 [42] 

Monovalent anion X Effective ionic radii [pm] Reference 

I- 220 [41] 
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𝑡 =  
𝑟𝐴 + 𝑟𝑋

√2 × (𝑟𝐵 + 𝑟𝑋)
                                                                             (1) 

𝜇 =
𝑟𝐵

𝑟𝑋
                                                                                                      (2) 

𝑡𝐶𝑠0.05𝑀𝐴0.45𝐹𝐴0.5𝑆𝑛0.5𝑃𝑏0.5𝐼3
=

(0.05𝑥188 + 0.45𝑥217 + 0.5𝑥253) + 220

√2 × [(0.5𝑥110 + 0.5𝑥119) + 220]
≅ 0.959 

𝑡𝐶𝑠0.25𝐹𝐴0.75𝑆𝑛0.5𝑃𝑏0.5𝐼3
=

(0.25𝑥188 + 0.75𝑥253) + 220

√2 × [(0.5𝑥110 + 0.5𝑥119) + 220]
≅ 0.966  

𝜇𝐶𝑠0.05𝑀𝐴0.45𝐹𝐴0.5𝑆𝑛0.5𝑃𝑏0.5𝐼3
= 𝜇𝐶𝑠0.25𝐹𝐴0.75𝑆𝑛0.5𝑃𝑏0.5𝐼3

=
0.5𝑥110 + 0.5𝑥119

220
= 0.52 

Thereafter, the perovskites used are a triple (and double) monovalent cation based half 

lead half tin iodine perovskite photo-semiconductor, Cs0.05MA0.45FA0.5Pb0.5Sn0.5I3 (and 

Cs0.25FA0.75Pb0.5Sn0.5I3) which µ and t factor values fit in the limits with values of 0.52 

(0.52) and 0.959 (0.966), respectively. Reasonably, the partial substitution of lead by tin 

presents the danger of tin emission[44]. The interesting Eg narrowing of the ASn2+
xPb2+

1-

xX3[45],[46] perovskites make them ideal for tandem applications due to their narrow 

bandgap. The latter happening because the introduced antibonding molecular orbital 

formed by the p and s orbitals of iodine and tin make the VB rise in energy. While the 

antibonding molecular orbital generated from the interaction of the iodine p and lead p 

orbitals, pushes down the CB of the lead-tin perovskite[45].   

 
Figure 6 – The top image correspond to an investigation about how lead perovskite in soil 

affected deleteriously the growth of mint plant due to its toxicity, while the bottom chart 

explains how chemically the partial substitution of lead by tin narrows down the Eg due 

to a dip down of the conduction band (CB) and a small rise of the valence band 

(VB)[46],[47]. 
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Additionally, a very interesting investigation published in Nature Communications[47] 

compared how mint plants grew out of clean natural soil and soil containing lead 

perovskites. It is shown in figure 6 how the plants that grew from the soil that contained 

perovskite presented a tremendously high lead content inside which makes them toxic. In 

the same investigation, they grew mint plants from soil containing tin perovskites and 

they observed that due to the easy oxidation of Sn (II) to Sn (IV) the amount of intoxicated 

mint plants was much considerably lower than the mint plants with lead. This supports 

the investigation alternative compositions of perovskites that do not contain lead, and for 

the close future further develop tin-based perovskites since they are presenting as 

promising results as lead-based perovskites a few years ago.  

1.2.2 Development of alternative Hole Transport Layer than PEDOT:PSS 

Figure 7 shows a graph that summarizes the current trends in tin-lead HPSC, clearly 

focused on the optimization of the perovskite. Thus, most of the highly efficient devices 

use the reference PEDOT:PSS as HTL. 

 

Figure 7 – Summary of the most investigated aspects in Pb2+-Sn2+ HPSC highlighted in 

the most recent literature[48]. The graph shows that the latest investigation focuses 

mainly in the further improvement of the photosemiconductor via additives in the 

precursor solution, passivation of the surface vacancies, and dimensionality control with 

addition of out of stoichiometry cations. 

It is clearly necessary to find alternatives to PEDOT:PSS because the presence of PSS 

and its acidic nature complicate the long term stability of the device[49]–[51]. The present 

work elucidates the application of carbazole molecules (Br-2PACz and 2PACz, 

molecular structure in figure 8) capable to form SAM for Pb2+-Sn2+ HPSC and work as 

HTL.  
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Figure 8 – Molecular structure of the two carbazole based molecules of interest used in 

this work for Pb2+-Sn2+ HPSC[52], [53]. These particular molecules present a phosphonic 

acid anchoring group with a two-carbon alkyl spacer chain finally bonding to the head 

carbazole group. The main difference between them is the halogenated carbazole in the 

Br-2PACz that induces a dipole on the functionalized ITO.  

1.2.3 Wettability issue of SAM slows down its commercial application 

On the one hand, there are many studies in the application of SAM as HTL for inverted 

p-i-n Pb2+ HPSC where different aspects of these SAMs are described. Some studies show 

the influence of the dipole moment that can be induced by adding halogens to the structure 

of these molecules[54], which could lead to a difference in performance for devices using 

Br-2PACz[52] or 2PACz[53]. Moreover,  SAMs are easy to scale up because their bath 

deposition is cost efficient. Additionally, SAMs are known for their thin thicknesses (~2 

nm) leading a fast hole injection into the ITO electrode and their non-parasitic absorbance 

in the range of interest for HPSC[31], [55], [56].  

On the other hand, the wettability of the perovskite precursor solution on top of SAMs is 

generally very bad. This is a big issue since it led to devices with a perovskite of bad 

quality, which makes the devices present high recombination and low reproducibility. 

Therefore, in this study we planned to face the issue related to perovskite wettability and 

we found out several routes based on treating the SAMs to tackle it.  
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2 Materials and Methods 

In this section the techniques used in the project are explained in detail. Thereafter, the 

first half corresponds to the experimental steps needed to perform the device fabrication 

while the second half describes the theoretical background behind each characterization 

technique that has been necessary to use to better understand the science behind these 

devices. 

2.1 Chemicals and solvents 

We used patterned ITO substrates 30 x 30 mm from Naranjo BA, SnI2 (99.99%) from 

Sigma Aldrich, PbI2 (99.999%) from Alfa Aesar, CsI (99.99%) from Sigma Aldrich, FAI 

(99.99%) from TCI, Br-2PACz and 2PACz (>95%) from Dyenamo, SnF2 from Sigma 

Aldrich, Ethanol (99.5%) from Acros Thermo Scientific, DMF (99.8%) from Acros 

Organics, DMSO from Alfa Aesar, Anisole (99.7%) from Sigma Aldrich, and γ-

Valerolactone (98%) from Thermo Scientific. 

2.2 Perovskite precursor solution (Cs0.25FA0.75Sn0.5Pb0.5I3)  

The precursor solution preparation takes place in a single vial, by mixing 181.86 mg of 

CsI, 361.2 mg of FAI, 645.42mg of PbI2 and 521.6 mg of SnI2 (adding also SnF2 with a 

0.1 M  concentration with respect to SnI2 to reduce the oxidation of Sn2+ into Sn4+)[57]. 

The powders are dissolved in 2 mL of DMF:DMSO (4:1) and left stirring overnight at 

room temperature. Finally, it is necessary to filter the precursor solution with a 0.20 µm 

PTFE filter before deposition. 

2.3 Solar cell fabrication 

The devices were fabricated on 30 x 30 mm2 patterned ITO glass, which undergo soap, 

water, acetone, and isopropanol cleaning before use. After drying the substrates at 140 ºC 

for 10 to 20 min, the substrates are transferred into a UV-O3 treatment for 30 minutes. 

For fabrication of PSC with PEDOT:PSS as HTL, first, the PEDOT:PSS solution was 

filtered using 0.45 µm PTFE-filters, and under ambient condition spun on the ITO 

substrates at 3000 rpm for 60 s. The samples then go into the oven at 140 ºC for 20 min. 

For the samples with SAM as HTL, the formation of the SAM was prepared both via 

spin-coating and overnight bath under N2 atmosphere . For spin-coating, 100 – 200 µL of 

a 15 min ultrasonicated (w/o heating) 1 mM solution in EtOH covered the ITO substrates 

and were left reacting for 10-20 s before spinning at 3000 rpm for 30 s that were placed 

on a hot plate at 100 ºC for 10 min. Finally, the substrates undergo dynamic washing by 

drop – casting twice 100 µL of EtOH during a spinning at 6000 – 4000 rpm for 30 s. For 

overnight bath, the substrates spend 12-16 h (placed in a similar manner as is done for the 

functionalization of mesoporous - TiO2 in DSC) in a vial containing a 0.1 mM solution 

in EtOH that was ultrasonicated for 20 min (w/o heating). The following day, the 

substrates are spun for 10 s at 3000 rpm  before going on the hot plate at 100 ºC for 10 

min, and dynamically washed by drop – casting twice with 100 µL of EtOH during a 

spinning at 6000 – 4000 rpm for 30 s. In the case of the SAMs that were washed with the 

2Czbutamine [2CzbutNH3]  (1 mg/mL in EtOH)  or γ-valerolactone to solve the 

wettability problem of these SAMs, the already washed substrates with ITO/SAM were 

covered and left reacting for 1-2 min before spinning at 3000 rpm for 15 s (forming 

ITO/SAM/GVL or ITO/SAM/2CzbutNH3) and dried at 100 – 120 ºC for 1-5 min. 
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In the case of the PSC on top of ITO/PEDOT:PSS, 80 µL of precursor solution are placed 

at the center of the ITO/PEDOT substrate and rapidly spun at 4000 rpm for 80 s dropping 

250 µL of anisole after 25 s (in the case of PSC that use DEE antisolvent 500 µL, for EA 

antisolvent 300 µL, and toluene antisolvent 400 µL) and heating at 120 ºC for 10 min. In 

the case of the PSC on top of ITO/SAM, 100 µL of precursor solution are spread with a 

pipette tip and the substrates are rapidly spun at 4000 rpm for 80 s dropping 250 µL of 

anisole after 25 s and heating them at 120 ºC for 10 min. In the case of ITO/SAM/GVL 

or ITO/SAM/2CzbutNH3, since the wettability is as good as for PEDOT:PSS, the 

deposition is done similarly as on PEDOT:PSS but using 100 µL of precursor solution. 

Finally, evaporation deposition of C60 (0.02 kÅ = 20 nm)/BCP (0.003 kÅ = 6 nm)/Ag 

(100 nm) takes place under vacuum with evaporation rates of 0.1-0.2 Å/s, 0.1 Å/s, and 

0.3-0.5-3 Å/s, respectively.  

2.4 Characterization methods 

2.4.1 Current Density vs Voltage (JV) 

 

 

Figure 9 – Current density vs voltage (JV) graph of a solar cell indicating the parameters 

calculated using this characterization.[58], [59] This characterization gives information 

about the current response coming from the device upon an applied voltage in the forward 

(negative to positive V) and reverse (vice versa) sweep. It is very useful because a very 

important parameter which is the Hysteresis Index (HI) can be calculated by analysis how 

that shape of the JV curve differs between sweeps. 

The current density corresponds to the generated current per area that has been used for 

the solar cell device when a voltage sweep is applied to the cell. Thus, the JV 

characterization  shown in figure 9 gives information about the maximum generated 

current (short circuit current, Jsc), the maximum reached potential (open circuit voltage, 

Voc), as well as the fill factor (FF) that is calculated with equation (3). 

𝐹𝐹 =
𝐽𝑀𝑃𝑃 × 𝑉𝑀𝑃𝑃

𝐽𝑆𝐶 × 𝑉𝑂𝐶
                                                                                                                      (3) 
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In this manner it is possible to estimate the power conversion efficiency (PCE - %) of 

each device in accordance to equation (4).  

𝑃𝐶𝐸 (%) =
𝐹𝐹 × 𝐽𝑆𝐶 × 𝑉𝑂𝐶

𝑃𝑖𝑛
× 100                                                                                       (4) 

Additionally, the maximum power point tracking (MPP) over time is very useful to get 

information about the stability of the devices. Indeed, MPP graphs always present a 

maximum power peak followed by a decay in the efficiency. For very stable devices the 

decay remains as a plateau with increasing time while for unstable ones it keeps decaying. 

 

Finally, an important parameter extracted from the JV curves is the hysteresis index (HI). 

The HI factor is obtained according to the equation (6), it measures the difference 

obtained between the are under the JV curve of the reverse and forward sweeps when 

measuring a device.[60] A lot of work is recently focused in minimizing the hysteresis 

factor of a device, and in the present work we can observe that in the absence of MA+, 

the HI decreased dramatically. 

 

𝐻𝐼 =
𝑃𝐶𝐸 (𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒) − 𝑃𝐶𝐸 (𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑)

𝑃𝐶𝐸 (𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒)
                                                                         (6) 

 

The JV curves of the perovskite solar cells were measured at 295 K using a Keithley 2400 

source meter under simulated AM 1.5 G solar illumination using a Steuernagel Solar 

constant 1200 metal halide lamp in a nitrogen-filled glove box. The light intensity was 

calibrated to be 100 mW cm−2 by using a Si reference cell. A shadow mask (0.04, 0.09, 

0.25, 0.8 cm2) was used to exclude lateral contributions beyond the device area. 

  

2.4.2 External quantum efficiency (EQE) 

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) technique is useful to estimate how good is the 

current generation that is extracted from a device, it gives information about the amount 

of charge carriers extracted by the solar cell with respect at the number of photons exciting 

to the surface of the solar cell.  

𝐸𝑄𝐸 =
ℎ × 𝑐

𝑞 × 𝜆
× 𝑅𝑝𝑎                                                                                                                     (5) 

Where h is the Planck’s constant, c the speed of light, q is the electronic charge, λ is the 

wavelength, and SR is the spectral responsivity. The absolute SR (Rpa) is calculated from 

the division of the photocurrent generated by the device under test and the power of the 

monochromator beam. The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) considers only the amount 

of collected charge carriers and not the incident ones, making those values of IQE higher 

than EQE [61]. Indeed, literature supports that between SiSC, DSC, and PSC, the PSC are 

the devices with the possibility of maximizing most of the spectral irradiance because it 

has the same profile as the standard solar irradiation spectrum [61].  
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To measure the EQE, a home-built set-up was used. The light from a xenon lamp was 

guided through a set of three filter wheels which allowed measurements in the spectral 

range of 400–1400 nm at 20 nm intervals below 680 nm and 30 nm intervals above 680 

nm. After the filter wheels, the light was chopped and focused on the sample. 

Measurements were performed on the samples in a nitrogen atmosphere.  

The obtained photocurrent was measured using a lock in amplifier (Stanford Research 

Systems, Model SR830 DSP Lock-In Amplifier). Prior to the measurement of the 

samples, the photon flux was calibrated using a set of Newport optical power detectors 

(Newport Model 818-SL and Model 818-IR). The integrated Jsc value has been 

multiplied by the calculated mismatch factor value (1.07) due to the slightly different 

spectral responses of the perovskite and the silicon solar cells used to calibrate the set-up. 

 

2.4.3 Thin film X-ray diffraction microscopy (XRD) 

The crystalline structure of the perovskite absorber on top of the different HTL can be 

investigated via X-ray diffraction (XRD) microscopy [62]. Furthermore, since it is a x-

ray based technique, it is suitable for the study of the degradation of the material with 

time or the passivation of the perovskite crystals.[62]  

XRD patterns of the three different perovskite films [Fig. 9] were recorded in air without 

any encapsulation (moisture about 20 %, temperature about 20 °C) on a Bruker D8 

Advance X-ray diffractometer with a Cu Kα source (λ = 1.54 Å) and a Lynxeye detector.  

 

2.4.4 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

Even though atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a well know technique for morphological 

analysis of coated thin-films, it is not as frequently used as scanning electron microscopy. 

Nonetheless, AFM can give surface properties such as surface potential and can narrow 

down to atomic resolution. This technique is thus crucial for surface imaging and 

mapping, and that is the reason behind it starting to be used to make cross-section imaging 

of PSC [63]. 

 

AFM topographical images were recorded in ScanAsyst Mode on a Bruker Multimode 8 

microscope with ScanAsyst Air probes (resonant frequency 70 kHz, spring constant 0.4 

N m−1) at a scan rate of 0.912 Hz and a resolution of 512 samples per line. The data were 

later analyzed with Gwyddion – Free SPM (AFM, SNOM/NSOM, STM, MFM, …) data 

analysis software. 

 

2.4.5 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an instrument that enables the tunability of the 

different parameters for different purposes. The working principle relies on the creation 

of an electron beam with specific parameters from an electron source that generates 

electrons with energies in the range of 0.1 to 30 keV [64].  
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Afterwards, this focused electron beam on the sample produces (i) backscattered 

electrons, product of the strong collision between the highly energetic incident electrons 

with the electric field generated by atoms on the surface of the sample that scatter back 

electrons with most of the initial energy that they had when reaching the sample [64], (ii) 

and secondary electrons coming from the atomic orbitals at the sample surface after the 

collision with the electron from the beam. SEM presents detectors for both electrons and 

with the help of a computer that transforms the energy of each detected electrons in an 

image with different grey contrasts [64].  

In the case of the analysis of the morphology of perovskite thin films, increasing the 

current of the incident beam improves the contrast of the film. Thus, having a better view 

of important characteristics such as grain size or grain boundaries [64]. Therefore, SEM 

images will be very suitable in this study to give qualitative information about the 

crystalline quality of the perovskite as well as the presence of recombination centers such 

as pinholes or grain boundaries. 

 

SEM images were recorded in air on a FEI. NovaNano SEM 650 with an acceleration 

voltage of 18 kV. 

 

2.4.6 Ellipsometry 

Ellipsometry is an optical technique commonly used to study thicknesses of ultrathin 

layers such as a SAM. The working principle behind ellipsometry is based upon the 

change in the relative phase of a reflected polarized light beam after passing through the 

surface of the SAM. Thereafter, considering the refractive index of the material and the 

calibrated light source, it is possible to obtain a very accurate estimation of the thickness 

of such a thin layer that present a low light absorbance. Moreover, for every measurement, 

the ellipsometer requires to measure twice with different incidence angles between 0º and 

90º so that the reflected light gives Ψ and Δ values related to the ratio of Fresnel reflection 

coefficients Rp and Rs as shown by eq. 6. Using the Gauchi model it is possible to obtain 

a very accurate approximation for the thickness of thin-films or SAMs. 

𝜌 =
𝑅𝑝

𝑅𝑠
= tan(Ψ) 𝑒𝑖Δ                                                                                                       (6) 

Thus, the SAM grows on native oxide present on top of silicon wafers in a similar manner 

as the SAM forms on the surface of ITO through covalent bonding.  

Ellipsometry results for the estimation of the thickness of our SAMs will be crucial in this 

project since it has not been published before in literature. 

Ellipsometry characterization took place in air on a J.A. Woollam Co., Inc. Spectroscopic 

Ellipsometer using the WVASE32® software.  
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3 Results and discussion 
3.1 Influence of the antisolvent on the perovskite quality 

The antisolvent is a key component when synthesizing perovskites, since it is orthogonal 

to the solvents of the perovskite precursor solution and when adding it onto the film 

covered with the solution it crystallizes. This is known as the one step method for 

perovskite fabrication[65]. We present the influence of the antisolvents toluene, DEE, 

EA, and anisole summarized in table 2. There is a lot of literature using toluene, diethyl 

ether (DEE), or  ethyl acetate (EA) as antisolvents for one step fabrication of lead – tin 

HPSC[66], [67], but there are other exotic antisolvents used in lead based HPSC that 

present really good properties and between them we particularly found publications about 

anisole[68]–[70] that brought us to compare what non-chlorinated antisolvent is best 

between those considered in table 2. Therefore, we used SEM and AFM characterization 

to study the morphology of the perovskite qualitatively. From the SEM images, we see 

the surface of the perovskite, aiming to analyze the robustness of it, the grain size, the 

quality of the grain boundaries, and the presence of recombination centers such as 

pinholes. At the same time, AFM characterization shows how rough our perovskite is, 

which is very important because a rough layer of the photosemiconductor usually lids to 

current density losses[65].  

Table 2 – Chemical information of the different antisolvents (anisole, toluene, DEE, and 

EA) used in the present study. 

Antisolvent Boiling Point (°C) Chemical Structure 

Anisole 150 

 

Toluene 110.6 

 

Diethyl Ether (DEE) 35 
 

Ethyl Acetate (EA) 77 
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Figure 10 – AFM and SEM images of Cs0.05MA0.45FA0.5Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 on top of 

PEDOT:PSS using toluene as antisolvent. The top two images correspond to the SEM 

characterization of PEDOT:PSS which clearly show the presence of deleterious pinholes. 

Pinholes are a charge carriers recombination centers that should be avoided. Below are 

the AFM images that support the bad quality of the perovskite due to a rough surface. 

Beginning with the results of toluene that appear in figure 10, it is important to observe 

that toluene is the only antisolvent that does not present an oxygen atom in its structure. 

It is well known that, for example, anisole presents hydrogen bonding with DMF-anisole-

DMSO, making the perovskite improve in quality due to these interactions[68]. That lack 

of oxygen atoms could possibly be related to the bad crystallinity for perovskites with 

Pb2+ as well as Sn2+. Thus, SEM as well as AFM characterization shows a pinhole rich, 

as well as rough perovskite that is a bad signal that would lead to low performing solar 

cells.  
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Figure 11 – AFM and SEM images of Cs0.05MA0.45FA0.5Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 on top of 

PEDOT:PSS using EA as antisolvent. The top SEM images show cracking of the 

perovskite short after the beam irradiates it which is a signal of brittleness. Moreover, the 

AFM shows a rather rough surface as well as the presence of an amorphous grown 

material that corresponds to the formation of either SnI2 or PbI2 which is bad for the 

performance of the device. Therefore, EA is not the best antisolvent to choose. 

The results for EA as antisolvent (figure 11), as well as for DEE (figure 12), we observe 

rather similar behavior. The latter similarity is reasonable since the chemical structure of 

both is about similar. For EA, the SEM images present pinholes as well as cracking 

instantly after the electron beam irradiates the perovskites. It was difficult to obtain a 

good quality SEM due to this fast cracking, and that is a clear signal of brittleness that is 

highly unwanted because they will not be stable solar cells. The AFM  shows the 

formation of mesoporous accumulations that in absence of XRD or XPS is not conclusive 

but is usually related to the presence of SnI2 or PbI2 which is bad for the performance of 

the device. Furthermore, the DEE crystals looked very promising because of the 

crystalline quality of the SEM images. But again, the perovskite started to crack rather 

fast after the radiation with the electron beam. This antisolvent has been the reference 

antisolvent in literature so far but in our case, we wanted to find something that lead a 

more stable perovskite. It is important to consider that both EA and DEE present the 

lowest boiling points 35 ºC and 75 ºC, that means that the crystal´s growth time span is 

limited because it evaporates quickly. 
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Figure 12 –SEM images of Cs0.05MA0.45FA0.5Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 on top of Br-2PACz using DEE 

as antisolvent. In this case we prepared samples for SEM, and we did not go further into 

AFM characterization due to the apparent non-rough surface. In the case of perovskites 

crystallized with DEE as antisolvent, they present a good morphology but unfortunately, 

they were brittle since they presented a fast cracking after the electron beam radiation. 

Using anisole, however, we see in figure 13 a good quality perovskite on SEM with not 

very remarkable gain boundaries but rather a growth of the perovskite that is homogenous 

and that does not crack after the electron beam irradiates it. The rather big grain size could 

be related to the high boiling point of anisole, 150 ºC, and the already mentioned favorable 

DMF-anisole-DMSO hydrogen bonding. In the past, Pb-based perovskites were 

fabricated in a liquid medium annealing (LMA) by bathing the spread perovskite in a 

warm anisole dish[69]. The results with anisole were very encouraging and the literature 

also shows that anisole is a good electrochemical solvent that presents itself as a good 

environment for charge carriers flow[70]. Additionally, the AFM shows that the 

perovskite is not as rough as the previous perovskites obtained with toluene or EA. 

Finally, the interesting results observed for anisole as well as the lack of literature behind 

this solvent in the field of HPSC made us pursue the use of it as short of pioneers in Pb2+-

Sn2+ HPSC. 
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Figure 13 – SEM images of Cs0.05MA0.45FA0.5Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 on top of PEDOT:PSS, and 

SAM of 2PACz and Br-2PACz (respectively) using anisole as antisolvent. AFM images 

of Cs0.05MA0.45FA0.5Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 on top of PEDOT:PSS, using anisole as antisolvent. In 

the case of the films prepared with anisole as antisolvent, the results were encouraging. 

Firstly, the SEM showed a good morphology with a particular interest crystalline 

structure on the top left image. The latter is generally related to high performing devices 

due to good grain boundaries therefore presenting lower charge carriers’ recombination. 

The AFM also appear to show a rather smooth surface.   
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3.2 Ellipsometry on self-assembly monolayers 

The fabrication of HPSC on top of SAM (in this case 2PACz and Br-2PACz) does not 

appear in literature with a standard procedure yet, because using SAM as HTL for HPSC 

is rather new. There are different techniques but the two most exploited ones in HPSC are 

formation of the SAM via spin-coating (SC) or dipping/ overnight bath (OB)[31], [32], 

[71], [72]. 

There are also no literature reports giving information about the thickness of the SAM 

parameters such as the refractive index of Br-2PACz SAM; To ensure the formation of 

the SAM as well as to estimate the thickness of the SAM, ellipsometry is a trustable 

technique. We have therefore used ellipsometry to estimate the thickness of the SAM and 

the results are sown in figure 14, and table 3. The ellipsometry results obtained here that 

the thickness of the SAM is approximately 0.66 – 0.7 nm with a refractive index of 1.2 

and a light absorbance of 0.23.  

Table 3 – Ellipsometry results for the estimation of the thickness and the refractive index 

of a SAM made of Br-2PACz. 

Thickness of SAM Refractive index Absorbance 

0.66 nm 1.2 0.23 

 

 

Figure 14 – Fitting of the Gauchi approximation for the estimation of the SAM thickness 

for two different angles of the polarized light at 70º and 75º. The present graph 

corresponds to the polarized light detected from the sample after 70º and 75º inclination 

of the beam respect to the sample surface. Afterwards, the Gauchi model (red line) fits 

very closely with the obtained data, which is a very good result that makes the 

measurement trustable.  

These are the first reported ellipsometry results on these carbazole based 2PACz and Br-

2PACz. The results support the ultra-thin monolayer formation on top of metal oxides 
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after an OB deposition with a slightly higher value for the halogenated  molecule Br-

2PACz.  

3.3 Study of the SAM deposition as well as the perovskite composition for 

highly performing solar cells.  

The first experiments intended to find out what method for the formation of the self-

assembly monolayer would give the best performances, which appear in figure 15. This 

was followed by elucidating what would be the best perovskite composition to work with 

from the performance and the quality of device in the long-term point of view. 

 

 

Figure 15 – Device results dependency on the formation of the SAM via spin-coating 

(SC) or via overnight bath (OB) for a perovskite composition 

Cs0.05MA0.45FA0.5Sn0.5Pb0.5I3. Overall, the green results corresponding to the OB 

formation of the SAM present a peculiar improvement on the VOC probably related to a 

better coverage of the surface than with SC. Thereafter, making OB the apparent best 

technique for the preparation of the SAM on the front ITO electrode. 

Results obtained at the beginning of this project, summarized in figure 15 below, show a 

clear improvement for devices that form the SAM via the OB method rather than with the 

SC method since Voc and PCE reached >0.8 V and >18 % for OB above the 0.66-0.71 V 

and 14.5% to 15.3% for SC. Moreover, its via OB where the results are as good as for the 

reference PEDOT:PSS. This suggest a good point in favor of HTL formed with SAM 

from the industrial point of view because the SC method is not an industrial method for 

thin-film fabrication, while OB method is scalable.  
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The presence of the monovalent MA+ is a problem for the perovskite stability because it 

is a very small cation easily evaporated when thermal annealing the device on the hot 

plate. Thus, fabrication of devices that are free of this ion is supposed to lead to the 

fabrication of a perovskite crystal with improved characteristics that have an impact on 

the device performance[73]. Moreover, MA+ perovskites are very sensitive to 

moisture[74] that makes the perovskite degrade and can lose  its dimensionality. It is 

important to keep in mind that the current record in efficiency of HPSC are lead based 

HPSC with the composition of α-FAPbI3 reaching PCE values > 25%[75].  

Here, we focus on analyzing the two perovskite compositions present in table 4, one with 

MA+ while another is w/o it. Moreover, before fabrication we already got an insight from 

the t factor that the MA+ free material should yield better performances. Indeed, when 

analyzing the performance of a device there are several factors to consider that have been 

already mentioned such as Jsc, Voc, FF, and PCE. However, the hysteresis index (HI) is 

without any doubt a crucial factor to determine whether a HPSC is actually a good quality 

device. 

Table 4 – Summary of the octahedral factor (µ) and the Goldschmidt tolerance factor (t) 

for the different perovskite composition used in this project. Also, important parameters 

for the evaluation of a solar cell such as FF, PCE, and HI (devices using Br-2PACz SAM 

as HTL). 

Perovskite composition t factor µ FF PCE(%) HI 

Cs0.05MA0.45FA0.5Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 0.959 0.52 0.70 17.50 0.120 

Cs0.25FA0.75Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 0.966 0.52 0.73 18.14 0.008 

Cs0.25FA0.75Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 0.966 0.52 0.78 19.10 - 

 

Additionally, the FF for the MA+ - free HPSC increased and the overall PCE >18%. 

Therefore, we believe that the influence of this monovalent cation in lead-tin HPSC plays 

a key role, and its use should be avoided. Furthermore, the current record HPSC with the 

composition Cs0.25FA0.75Sn0.5Pb0.5I3 is 19.10%[76]  and the highest efficiency reached in 

this thesis is 18.25% (18.11%) meaning that we are not far from the record. Nonetheless, 

the second highest efficiency obtained with this MA+ - free HPSC is at 18.30%[77] 

meaning that in this work, we present close to world record results that can still be 

optimized. 

3.4 SAM wettability issue 

Another problem encountered in this project is the low wettability of the perovskite 

precursor solution on top of the SAM. For the reference PEDOT:PSS, the wettability is 

very good making it easy to form a thin-film on top of it. However, for the monolayers of 

Br-2PACz and 2PACz, the perovskite precursor solution does not interact well with these 

molecules and the coverage is affected. There is no report focused on the improvement 

of the wettability, so it has been our own initiative to solve it. The possibility of employing 

monolayers as selective charge transport layers is a good alternative to charge transport 

layers that induce the degradation of Pb2+-Sn2+ HPSC such as NiOx,  PEDOT:PSS, or 

SnO2. Nonetheless, the clearly bad wettability of the perovskite precursor solution on top 
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of the monolayers makes it a hurdle to achieve high performances, high FF values and a 

future scalability. We present below strategies to solve this problem. 

After some initial experiments, we observed that tackling this problem is possible by 

treating the monolayers with other molecules that present chemical interaction with the 

perovskite precursor solution, which improves the wettability of the perovskite precursor. 

The obtained full coverage shown in figure 16  on top of 2PACz and Br-2PACz SAMs is 

achieved by treating the monolayers with two different solutions: (1) the perovskite 

solvent gamma-valerolactone (γ-GVL) (2) a solution of 1 mg/mL of 4NH3CzI in ethanol.  

 

 

Figure 16 – The left image shows the full wettability of a non-patterned ITO/Br-2PACz/ 

γ-GVL, while the right image shows the great coverage for non-patterned ITO/Br-

2PACz/4NH3CzI. However, these were qualitative experiments that for instance did not 

ensure good performances, however, results of the SEM images (bottom left γ-GVL and 

right 4NH3CzI) showed a good morphology that made us look for alternatives.  

The good results of both approaches are related to two completely different reasons. 

Firstly, γ-GVL is a perovskite precursor solvent with similar properties to DMF or DMSO 

but unlike these, γ-GVL is a green solvent. Since we treat the SAM with a perovskite like 

solvent, it enables the nucleation of the semiconductor and its high boiling point (250˚C) 

ensures that it remains on the surface. Secondly, the solution of 1 mg/mL of 4NH3CzI in 

ethanol for treating the surface of the SAM gives a good result because the carbazole 

molecule enables the π-π stacking on the SAM, while the ammonium group looks up 

towards the perovskite. Perovskites are usually passivated with molecules that present 

ammonium or amine groups (i.e. ethylenediamine EDA) because the bonding is strong 

with the semiconductor as well as it is in solution. The latter is the hypothesis that we 

believe is behind the good results in wettability. 
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3.5 PEDOT:PSS free, MA+ free, and wettability problems free Pb2+-Sn2+ 

HPSC 

The final part of the project took the shape of achieving more stable devices by avoiding 

PEDOT:PSS and MA+ as a monovalent cation in the perovskite composition while at the 

same time reaching high efficiencies. 

 

 

Figure 17 – Results via spin coating top – left JV curve, top – right dark curve, bottom – 

left EQE and integrated JSC, bottom – right stability in air of each device. The JV curve 

shows a good improvement on the performance of the treated SAMs preferentially a VOC 

improvement that we believe is related to the fact that the vacancies left on ITO are 

covered by the treating agent. The dark shows a very good behavior since the HI index is 

very low for all the samples. The EQE shown that the SAMs are transforming more 

efficiently photons into electricity since the integrated current is higher than the 

PEDOT:PSS. Moreover, in the window between 850 to 980 nm, the treated SAM seems 

to present a better conversion due to some optical behavior. Finally, the stability in air for 

the treated samples is the best due to the acidity of PEDOT:PSS and the luck of coverage 

of SAMs via SC that enable the perovskite to touch the ITO oxidizing Sn(II) to Sn(IV) 

[78]. 

The majority of the literature with carbazole based SAM as HTL[31], [32], [71], [72], 

[78] form the monolayer via spin coating, expecting that 5 to 30 seconds of interaction 

between the polar anchoring phosphonic acid group and the ITO substrate will be enough 

for a full coverage.  
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Comparing this with the field of dye – sensitized solar cells, mesoporous transition metal 

oxide layers are sensitized after an overnight bath (12 hours) in the same way that ITO 

heterojunctions are covered by the carbazole based molecules.  

Thus, it is difficult to think that the ITO heterojunction is fully covered in less than a 

minute. Following this mindset, the results summarized in figure 17 support this idea 

since washing the monolayers with a solution that also contains a molecule with a 

carbazole chemical structure induces a change in efficiency from 14.50% for Br-2PACz 

to 16.38% for the washed Br-2PACz/4NH3Cz. Furthermore, the EQE spectrum of the Br-

2PACz/4NH3Cz absorbs further than the Br-2PACz, probably because the ITO is better 

covered. Recently, it is well known that metal oxides induce a drastic degradation for 

HPSC that contain tin due to oxidizing Sn (II) to Sn (IV)[78].  

The stability test (fig. 17) shows that the treated SAM devices with a better covered ITO 

substrate presents cells that have a better air stability than w/o the washing step. For 

devices with a SAM formation via overnight bath the efficiencies increase with a 

particular improvement of the VOC.  

The results for devices with monolayers of Br-2PACz and Br-2PACz/4NH3Cz as HTL 

presented in figure 18 clearly show higher efficiencies as well as lower hysteresis than 

cells with PEDOT:PSS, 2PACz, and 2PACz/4NH3Cz as HTL. The integrated JSC 

generated by the devices that present HTL with SAM are above 30 mA/cm2 while for the 

device with PEDOT:PSS as HTL the integrated JSC is below 30 mA/cm2 that shows that 

the current of the devices improve w/o PEDOT:PSS. 
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Figure 18 – JV and EQE results for overnight bath SAMs of 2PACz, 2PACz/4NH3Cz, 

Br-2PACz, and Br-2PACz/4NH3Cz films, respectively. The JV characterization clearly 

shows that the devices that use SAMs as HTL present a better performance than 

PEDOT:PSS. When comparing non-halogenated SAMs with PEDOT:PSS, the HI and JSC 

are the main improved factors. For halogenated SAMs in contrast to PEDOT:PSS, 

separately from presenting better HI and JSC than the PEDOT:PSS also the VOC is greater 

than the reference PEDOT:PSS. Additionally, as expected due to the promising SC 

results, the EQE for the SAMs and treated SAMs show a higher ability of generating 

current from the same radiation than for samples that use PEDOT:PSS.  

The aim of a solar cell is the real application, which requires a technology that can show 

long term stability. We can see from figure 19 that studying the stability of devices on 

PEDOT:PSS, a SAM of Br-2PACz, and a SAM of Br-2PACz/4NH3CzI under nitrogen 

atmosphere for a month, shows that the devices with PEDOT:PSS are less stable and 

induce an enormous HI in the long term even under N2, making it possible to believe that 

it is necessary to stop using PEDOT:PSS in the research of HPSC. 
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Figure 19 – Long term study of the efficiency and the HI for devices that present a SAM 

formed via OB as HTL. For one month the devices were kept under N2 atmosphere and 

their performance was periodically measured. The devices with PEDOT:PSS as HTL 

present a fast degradation that appears in the form of a decrease of about 30% of the 

efficiency as well as a high increase in the HI index during just one month. 

 

 

Figure 20 – XRD of perovskite on top of the different HTM explored in this project.  

The quality of the perovskite on top of the SAMs and PEDOT:PSS appears on XRD 

spectrums of figure 20 and its morphology on SEM images accomplished at figure 21. 

On the one hand, the results of the SEM images show that perovskite crystalline quality 

on top of PEDOT:PSS presents pinholes which are centers for recombination that yield 

low efficiencies. On the other hand, the XRD spectrum shows that the peak position is at 

the same 2θ values for perovskites that grow on PEDOT:PSS and on SAM, meaning that 

in both cases the perovskite crystals grow in the same direction. Nonetheless, the XRD 

spectrum for the perovskite on PEDOT:PSS presents a lot of noise related to the low 

intensity of the peaks that make the background signal more visual than for other samples. 

This XRD result for PEDOT:PSS is therefore not conclusive and further spectroscopic 

experiments need to be performed to elucidate whether the perovskite that nucleates and 
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grows on top of the SAMs and treated SAMs is as good as on PEDOT:PSS or even better 

than on PEDOT:PSS. 
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Figure 21 – SEM images of the Cs0.25FA0.75Pb0.5Sn0.5I3 perovskite on top of non-patterned 

ITO substrates with: PEDOT:PSS, 2PACz, 2PACz/4NH3Cz, Br-2PACz, and Br-

2PACz/4NH3CzI, respectively from top to bottom. 

 

4 Conclusions 

Perovskite solar cells with a moisture resistant (Cs0.25FA0.75Sn0.5Pb0.5I3) composition were 

used in this investigation, which reached efficiencies up to 18.31% very close to the 

current world record of 19.1%. Therefore, we believe that with some further work such 

as passivation techniques, these devices could reach efficiencies above 19%. It is, 

however, crucial to find alternative HTL other than PEDOT:PSS. In previous studies, 

devices with HTLs based on carbazole SAMs of 2PACz and Br-2PACz molecules gave 

efficiencies around 23% and 18% for HPSC and OPV. Nobody in the field of 

ASn0.5Pb0.5X3 has done further investigations with these SAMs and other promising 

SAMs. Using these, we proved that the functionalization of the ITO with 2PACz and Br-

2PACz lids to highly performing devices. Therefore, we support the new trend for further 

work into alternative molecules that can work as selective charge carrier conductors. 

Moreover, the present work demonstrates that treating the SAMs with the carbazole 

4NH3CzI molecule in ethanol, not only the wettability issue vanishes, also the presence 

of this molecule improves the EQE, decreasing the hysteresis index, and improves the 

long-term stability of the devices. 
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